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PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY 
IN EQUAL MEASURE –  
A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE.



At Walter, we have never been afraid of setting ourselves 
ambitious goals. This two-fold challenge – performance and 
process reliability – is the key to a new perspective with 
Xtra·tec® XT. 

For identifying two objectives and eventually reaching them 
together is no mean achievement. 
A new perspective on productivity: Xtra·tec® XT.

Better performance, greater process reliability: The latest 
generation in the successful range of Walter milling tools 
not only meets both these requirements but takes them to  
a whole new level.
These two defining characteristics, evident in equal measure, 
are the product of an innovative and pioneering development 
process that is opening up a completely new perspective on 
productivity. The name alone means business: XT stands for 
Xtended Technology. 

www.xtratec-xt.walter



Xtended performance and process reliability: 
– Large cross-sections for maximum tool stability
– Larger contact surface for a secure seat and reduced  

surface pressure 
– Improved accessibility of clamping screws for easier  

handling and shorter indexing time
– High number of teeth increases tool life and productivity
– Exact 90° angle minimises additional finishing operations
– Soft cut thanks to new insert installation position and  

easy-cutting geometries

New installation position – new possibilities.
The installation position of the indexable inserts is skewed by -8°; 
the clearance angle on the insert has been reduced. This keeps 
the effective clearance angle the same. Stability and process 
reliability have been improved, as have handling and productivity. 
Because the new installation position allowed the insert pocket to 
be reinforced by +40%, the cross-section around the insert hole 
by +12% and the contact surface of the insert to be increased 
by +34%. To this end, more teeth have been housed in the milling 
body. For dia. 63 mm, for instance, seven instead of the existing 
six teeth – which in turn increases the machining volume. 

Improved access 
to screws 

M5130 shoulder milling cutter 
dia. 63 mm; t = 7 with BCMT160508R-G55

More contact:  + 34% 
Reinforced  insert pocket:  + 40% 

Larger cross-section: + 12% 

Powered by

Maximum stability through  
new installation position with 
 reinforced insert pocket

Larger cross-section 
 surrounding the indexable 
insert hole

Large contact 
 surface thanks to 
reduced  clearance 
angle 

THIS IS WHAT  
“XTENDED TECHNOLOGY”  
LOOKS LIKE.

M5130 shoulder milling cutter 
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Less effort – more cost-efficiency.
Wear-resistant Tiger·tec® grades contribute to the high economic 
efficiency but also reduced tool inventory costs due to universal 
applicability, e.g. face and shoulder milling, ramping, pocket milling 
and circular interpolation milling, or for machining deep shoulders 
with its reduced body diameter providing clearance. Flexible 
 application thanks to three available tooth pitches, four different 
indexable insert sizes, various corner radii (0.2–6 mm) and 
 geometries (with small indexable inserts and high number of 
teeth, e.g. for workpieces with a small machining allowance).

Indexable inserts – versatile and highly stable
Steel, stainless steels, cast iron, non-ferrous metals or materials 
with difficult cutting properties. The rhombic, positive indexable 
inserts with two cutting edges and a stable cross-section are 
available with a fully sintered circumference or with a fully ground 
circumference – in four insert sizes with various corner radii:
– AC … 0602 …: r = 0.2–1.6 mm, ap max = 5 mm 
– BC … 0903 …: r = 0.2–2.0 mm, ap max = 9 mm
– BC … 1204 …: r = 0.4–4.0 mm, ap max = 12 mm
– BC … 1605 …: r = 0.8–6.0 mm, ap max = 15 mm 

No transitions when resetting  
thanks to exact 90° angle

Four insert sizes for different depths of cut

For machining pockets and  
circular interpolation milling 

Universal application  
due to different cutting edge 

 geometries and corner radii

Xtra·tec® XT M5130  
shoulder milling cutter

Watch the video:
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Indexable inserts for every possible application. 
The double-sided indexable inserts featuring a fully sintered 
 circumference with facet and easy-cutting geometry ensure  
high metal removal rates. For steel, stainless steels, cast iron or 
materials with difficult cutting properties – with two available 
tooth pitches, a maximum depth of cut of 5 or 8 mm and a simple 
tool selection, you are well-positioned for every application with 
the M5137.

Anyone who wants to mill economically must bare their teeth. 
The M5137 shoulder milling cutter is equipped with triangular, 
double-sided indexable inserts. Six cutting edges per insert reduce 
process costs and increase cost-efficiency and productivity when 
face and shoulder milling, ramping, pocket milling and circular 
interpolation milling. An effect that is further multiplied by the  
use of Tiger·tec® cutting grades. 

SIX TIMES AS COST-EFFICIENT – 
90° APPROACH ANGLE.

Highly positive geometry
Approach angle: 90°

Six cutting edges for  
six times the cost-efficiency

Powered by M5137 shoulder milling cutter
dia. 63 mm; t = 7 with TNMU160508R-G57

M5137 shoulder milling cutter
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Higher cutting data, longer tool lives.
The M5004 octagonal milling cutter with a 43° approach angle for 
cutting depths of 3 or 4 mm with three available tooth pitches for 
different applications guarantees stability and process reliability. 
In addition to low cutting tool material costs due to eight cutting 
edges, another contributing factor to cost-efficiency is the high 
number of teeth and Tiger·tec® cutting grades – no matter 
whether face milling (roughing and finishing), ramping, pocket 
milling, circular interpolation milling or chamfering and back 
chamfering.

Watch the video:

Reduced tool costs thanks to universal applicability.
The different ScrewFit adaptors, cylindrical-modular interface, 
parallel shank and bore adaption, as well as an enormous range  
of indexable inserts, make the M5004 suitable for universal use. 
The inserts are available with fully ground circumference or fully 
sintered circumference, in two sizes (each with corner radius or 
facet) and in a huge range of geometries. Optimally adaptable to 
all machining: From steel to stainless steels, cast iron and non-
ferrous metals, right up to material with difficult cutting properties.

EIGHT TIMES AS FLEXIBLE – 
SIMPLY GREAT.

Positive indexable inserts  
with eight cutting edges –  

for maximum cost-efficiency

Free face side – for  
plunging and circular  
interpolation milling

43° approach angle Version with corner radius  
or facet

Powered by

M5004 octagonal milling cutter
dia. 63 mm; t = 6 with ODMT0605ZZN-F57

M5004 octagonal milling cutter
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Individual strengths: M5009 versus M5012.
The M5009 face milling cutter (dia. 25–160 mm) for depths of cut 
of 5 or 6.5 mm with an approach angle of 45° and three available 
tooth pitches is suitable for different applications. The M5012 face 
milling cutter (dia. 32–160 mm) for depths of cut of 8 or 10 mm 
has an approach angle of 88°. It is ideal when space is limited, e.g. 
by clamping devices. Both milling cutters can also be used on less 
powerful machines due to their positive, soft cutting action: For steel, 
cast iron and materials with difficult cutting properties as well as 
non-ferrous metals; for roughing, rough-finishing or (only for M5012) 
for face milling with an increased depth of cut.

Strong similarities: M5009 and M5012.
Both face milling cutters with ScrewFit or bore adaption are 
 distinguished by their process reliability, wide applicability and 
cost-efficiency. Both can be used with double-sided system 
 inserts in two sizes. With smaller indexable inserts, they contain 
higher numbers of teeth. This enables high feeds, long tool lives 
and high productivity. Carbide shims protect the body should an 
insert break, and increase the process reliability. Easily accessible 
clamping screws contribute to easy handling.

SIMPLY ECONOMIC –  
AND STABLE WHEN ROUGHING.

Eight cutting edges  
per indexable insert 

Easily accessible 
 clamping screw at an 
angle for easy handling

45° approach 
angle

Carbide shim System inserts  
for various  

approach angles

Indexable inserts  
with facet or  
corner radius 88° approach angle

M5009 face milling cutter,  
45° approach angle, dia. 63 mm;  
t = 5 with SNMX1205ANN-F57 and  
M5012 face milling cutter,  
88° approach angle, dia. 63 mm;  
t = 5 with SNMX1205ZNN-F57

M5009 and M5012 face milling cutters
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Withstanding every challenge.
Double-sided, rhombic indexable inserts with four cutting edges 
allow small tool diameters and high numbers of teeth. Stable 
 cutting edges combined with easy-cutting geometries and 
Tiger·tec® cutting grades ensure high cutting data and long tool lives. 
Thanks to ScrewFit, cylindrical-modular interface, parallel shank or 
bore adaption, the M5008 is suitable for almost all applications and 
materials, e.g. in the energy sector or in tool construction and 
mould making – from face milling through plunging and ramping 
right up to circular interpolation milling.

So that high quality comes from high feed.
Depth of cut 1 mm, approach angle 17°, two tooth pitches 
 available for different applications, extremely close pitch for 
 maximum productivity, and more. The M5008 universal high-feed 
milling cutter combines low depths of cut with high feeds per 
tooth, allowing it to achieve very high machining volumes. The 
reduced vibration tendency of long tools and its high process 
reliability thanks to stable indexable inserts make it ideal for 
machining deep cavities.

MANY TEETH, QUITE A BITE – 
HIGH MACHINING VOLUME.

17° approach angle

Double-sided indexable inserts 
Stable cutting edge

Four cutting edges 

Powered by

Watch the video:

M5008 high-feed milling cutter
dia. 32 mm; t = 6 with ENMX08T316R-F47

M5008 high-feed milling cutter
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Ideal for copy milling with a small machining allowance.
Two tooth pitches for different applications, a range of interfaces 
(ScrewFit, cylindrical modular, Weldon shank, bore adaption) and 
cutting tool materials for every material make the milling cutter 
suitable for universal use – for copy milling, face milling, ramping, 
pocket milling and circular interpolation milling. 
With the M5468, you benefit from:
– Max. productivity thanks to high cutting data and long tool lives 
– High flexibility thanks to varied insert sizes and geometries 
– Reduced tool costs thanks to universal application 
– Cost-efficiency thanks to Tiger·tec® grades and high number  

of teeth.

A safe bet against insert rotation.
The cutting edge indexing of the positive round inserts for  
the M5468 with up to eight facets offers real anti-rotation 
 protection – and consequently process reliability and cost- 
efficiency. From an insert size of 10 mm, the indexable inserts 
feature eight cutting edges and thus eight facets. The marking 
on the rake face ensures that every cutting edge can be used 
reliably. The inserts themselves are available in seven sizes and 
five geometries, and available with fully sintered circumference 
or fully ground circumference.

MAXIMUM SECURITY AGAINST 
INADVERTENT ROTATION.

Indexing of the indexable 
 inserts using facets 

Cylindrical-modular interface Round, positive indexable insert 
in seven sizes

Powered by

M5468 round insert milling cutter
dia. 32 mm; t = 4 with  
ROMX10T3M08-F67

M5468 round insert milling cutter

Watch the video:
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Highly efficient for deep cavities.
The M5460 Xtra·tec® XT milling cutter is the ideal tool for highly 
precise finishing of freeform surfaces and deep cavities in steel, 
stainless steels, cast iron, materials with difficult cutting properties 
and hardened steels up to 63 HRC. Cutting diameter of 8 to 32 mm 
and an extensive range of cutting tool materials as well as shank 
designs for a huge variety of applications make it suitable for  
universal use – and consequently highly attractive for many sectors, 
from tool construction and mould making to the energy industry 
and even the aerospace industry.

Specialists in hard machining.
The exchangeable insert made of the WHH15X high-performance 
cutting grade is positive on both edges and designed with a precision- 
ground cutting edge for maximum accuracy in two geo metries:  
The P3201 (e.g. for semi-finishing and hard milling) and the P3204 
(e.g. for finish machining). Their extremely wear-resistant carbide 
substrate allows long tool lives and cutting edge  stability. The 
supply of compressed air or minimum quantity lubrication opti-
mises chip removal and consequently ensures process reliability 
and surface quality.

FINISHING AT THE MAXIMUM 
PERFORMANCE LEVEL.

WHH15X high-performance 
cutting tool material

Interfaces: Weldon or parallel shank  
or cylindrical modular interface

Compressed air supply or minimum 
quantity lubrication through an 
internal coolant channel 

M5460 profile milling cutter

M5460 profile milling cutter
dia. 16 mm with P3204-D16

Watch the video:

Precision-ground  
exchangeable inserts,  

P32, etc.
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America
Walter do Brasil Ltda.
Sorocaba – SP, Brasil
+55 15 32245700, service.br@walter-tools.com

Walter Canada
Mississauga, Canada
service.ca@walter-tools.com

Walter Tools S.A. de C.V.
El Marqués, Querétaro, México
+52 (442) 478-3500, service.mx@walter-tools.com

Walter USA, LLC
Waukesha WI, USA
+1 800-945-5554, service.us@walter-tools.com

Europe
Walter Austria GmbH
Wien, Österreich
+43 1 5127300-0, service.at@walter-tools.com

Walter Benelux N.V./S.A.
Zaventem, Belgique
(B) +32 (02) 7258500
(NL) +31 (0) 900 26585-22
service.benelux@walter-tools.com

Walter (Schweiz) AG
Solothurn, Schweiz
+41 (0) 32 617 40 72, service.ch@walter-tools.com

Walter CZ s.r.o
Kurim, Czech Republic
+420 (0) 541 423352, service.cz@walter-tools.com

Walter Deutschland GmbH
Frankfurt, Deutschland
+49 (0) 69 78902-100, service.de@walter-tools.com

Walter France
Soultz-sous-Forêts, France
+33 (0) 3 88 80 20 00, service.fr@walter-tools.com

Walter Hungária Kft.
Budapest, Magyarország
+36 1 464 7160, service.hu@walter-tools.com

Walter Tools Ibérica S.A.U.
El Prat de Llobregat, España
+34 934 796760, service.iberica@walter-tools.com

Walter Italia s.r.l.
Via Volta, s.n.c., 22071 Cadorago - CO, Italia
+39 031 926-111, service.it@walter-tools.com

Walter Norden AB
Halmstad, Sweden
+46 (0) 35 16 53 00, service.norden@walter-tools.com

Walter Polska Sp. z o.o.
Warszawa, Polska
+48 (0) 22 8520495, service.pl@walter-tools.com

Walter Tools SRL
Timisoara, România
+40 (0) 256 406218, service.ro@walter-tools.com

ООО „Вальтер“
г. Санкт-Петербург
+7 (812) 334 54 56, service.ru@walter-tools.com

Walter Tools d.o.o.
Maribor, Slovenija
+386 (2) 629 01 30, service.si@walter-tools.com

Walter Slovakia, s.r.o.
Nitra, Slovakia
+421 (0) 37 3260 910, service.sk@walter-tools.com

Walter Kesici Takımlar Sanayi ve Ticaret Ltd. Şti.
Istanbul, Türkiye
+90 (0) 216 528 1900 Pbx, service.tr@walter-tools.com

Walter GB Ltd.
Bromsgrove, England
+44 (1527) 839 450, service.uk@walter-tools.com

Asia
Walter Wuxi Co. Ltd.
Wuxi, Jiangsu, P.R. China
+86 (510) 853 72199, service.cn@walter-tools.com

Walter Wuxi Co. Ltd.
中国江苏省无锡市新区新畅南路 3 号
电话：+86-510-8537 2199 邮编：214028
客服热线：400 1510 510
邮箱：service.cn@walter-tools.com

Walter Tools India Pvt. Ltd.
Pune, India
+91 (20) 6773 7300, service.in@walter-tools.com

Walter Japan K.K.
Nagoya, Japan
+81 (52) 533 6135, service.jp@walter-tools.com

ワルタージャパン株式会社
名古屋市中村区名駅二丁目 45 番 7 号
+81 (0) 52 533 6135, service.jp@walter-tools.com

Walter Korea Ltd.
Anyang-si Gyeonggi-do, Korea
+82 (31) 337 6100, service.wkr@walter-tools.com

한국발터(주)
경기도 안양시 동안구 학의로 282
금강펜테리움 106호 14056
+82 (0) 31 337 6100, service.wkr@walter-tools.com

Walter Malaysia Sdn. Bhd.
Selangor D.E., Malaysia
+60(3)-5624 4265, service.my@walter-tools.com

Walter AG Singapore Pte. Ltd.
+65 6773 6180, service.sg@walter-tools.com

Walter (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Bangkok, 10120, Thailand
+66 2 687 0388, service.th@walter-tools.com

Walter AG

Derendinger Straße 53, 72072 Tübingen 
Postfach 2049, 72010 Tübingen 
Germany

walter-tools.com


